FITTING INSTRUCTIONS - ROLLER BLINDS
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PARTS INCLUDED (pic 1)
2 x brackets
2 x bracket covers
1 x screw pack (type as requested)
1 x child safety chain tidy with screws (type as
requested)
1 x chain control metal link
1 x chain control child safety link
1 x position stop device
HOW TO FIT:
1. MARK THE BRACKET POSITIONS
The brackets can be positioned either horizontally
and ‘face-fixed’ into the window frame or they can
be positioned vertically and ‘top-fixed’ into the
window recess. The choice depends on which suits
the window best and where you want the fabric
to fall.
INSIDE RECESS FITTING
The brackets will be positioned in the corners of
the window recess. Mark the screw hole positions
using the brackets as a guide.
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OUTSIDE RECESS FITTING
Calculate where the brackets will be positioned by
adding 3.5cm to the width of the roller fabric. Mark
this distance centrally across the top of the window.
This is where the brackets will be positioned. Mark
the screw hole positions using the brackets as a
guide.
SASH WINDOW FITTING
The brackets will be positioned in the corners
of the architrave (on the flat area). Mark the screw
hole positions using the brackets as a guide.
2. FIT THE BRACKETS (pic 2)
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3. FIT THE BLIND
a. Check that the mechanism at the chain end of
the blind is correctly aligned. The outer wheel will
click into position when it is at the correct point.
(pic 3)

b. Hold the blind up to the bracket. If your blind is a
standard roll blind, the fabric will hang from the
back of the blind. If your blind is a reverse roll
blind, the fabric will hang from the front of the
blind. Insert the chain end of the blind into its
bracket. (pic 4)
c. Insert the other end of the blind into its bracket
by pushing in the spring loaded nipple and sliding
the blind into the bracket. (pic 5)

Note that the two brackets are different to suit
each end of the blind. Make sure you fit the correct
bracket on the correct side. If fitting into masonry,
drill the screw hole positions with a 5mm drill bit
and fit the plugs provided. If fitting into plasterboard,
use the ‘driva’ heavy duty plasterboard fixings at the
screw hole positions.
a. Attach the bracket covers onto the brackets.
b. Secure the brackets using the screws and screw
caps provided.
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4. FIT THE CHILD SAFETY DEVICES
By law, blinds which have their chain control loop at
less than 150cm from the floor must be fitted with at
least one child safety device. We supply you with
two different devices - a chain tidy and a chain
control safety link.You may choose to fit just one or
both of them.
CHAIN CONTROL SAFETY LINK (pic 6)
The chain control safety link is designed to break
apart if excessive force is applied, thereby reducing
the risk of strangulation.
a. Remove the standard metal link by squeezing the
chain together so that it levers out of the slots in
the link.
b. Fit the safety link by pushing each end of the chain
into the ball shaped cut-outs in the device. Test
the device by pulling hard on the chain either side
of the device - the device should break apart!
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CHAIN TIDY DEVICE
The chain tidy device is supplied as either a ‘face
fix’ (pic 7) or ‘recess fix’ (pic 8) as requested. The face
fix device fixes to the wall or window frame and
extends out. The recess fix device fixes to the side
of the window recess. The chain threads through
this device to eliminate a free-hanging loop, thereby
reducing the risk of strangulation.

OPERATION
Gently pull on the chain control to raise and
lower your blind. Check that the fabric rolls
centrally onto the top tube. If the blind isn’t
level the fabric may roll up unevenly.

a. Thread the chain control through the opening slot
in the device.
b. Position the device so that the chain is held
reasonably taut, but with enough slack to allow the
metal link or safety link to pass through. Mark the
screw hole positions.
c. Secure the device using the screws provided.

SAFETY WARNING
Chain controls should be kept out of reach
of children. Move cots and furniture away
from the blind’s chain controls.

5. ADJUSTING THE POSITION STOP DEVICE
The position stop device comes pre-fitted on your
blind. It stops the blind from being lowered too far.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Love your blinds? Send us some photos or
post them on social media - we’d love to see
them! Don’t forget to tag us
@TheBlindShop.

If you need to adjust the position stop device, simply
remove it from the chain control and re-position it
by pushing it firmly onto the chain at the desired
point. (pic 9)
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